Introducing ClinicalKey Medical Education

ClinicalKey Medical Education is the next-generation medical learning platform, making it easier for students to study and turn information into knowledge. The platform meets students in their world, working around their lives and schedules to help them to find the answers they need whenever they need them, from the most complete and trusted collection of medical content.

Powerful notetaking features with OneNote integration, study card builder and a library of video resources ensure medical students are always actively engaged and empowered by the learning process.

Students can connect with study partners in their school and others across the globe, to expand their knowledge by sharing notes, supporting peer-to-peer, group study and case-based learning.

Online or offline, every student can access all of the content they need, on the move and on-demand wherever the day takes them.

Students can search across a wide range of content, to help them prepare for lectures and exams, as well as familiarise themselves with medical conditions and build the knowledge they need to succeed in clinical practice.

www.elsevier.com/ckme
What’s on ClinicalKey Medical Education?

- **200+ acclaimed textbooks** covering 40 medical specialties, including Gray's Anatomy for Students, Medical Physiology and Kumar and Clark’s Clinical Medicine

- **850+ associated videos** ranging from practical demonstrations of anatomical dissections to instructional clinical examination examples

- **85,000+ images** previously only available with each print title purchased, but now fully unlocked and discoverable for visual learning

- **1,500+ quick access summaries** distilling complex medical conditions into easy to understand synopses

How can your students benefit?

- **Smart Search** works as soon as you start typing, auto-suggesting relevant medical terms and enables your students to search across a range of content, including textbooks, videos and images.

- **Access to a vast library of medical textbooks, images and videos**

- **Anytime access** allows students to find the content and information they need in class or on the go via the Study Tools app.

- Give them the ability to create notes and share content in the **Study Tools app**, allowing students to easily access and annotate content for future reading and learning.

- Students can engage with and direct their own learning with **collaborative study tools**, connecting with study partners locally and across the globe.

Find out more today.
www.elsevier.com/ckme